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Glossary

• Absorptance - The dissipation of light (radiation) within a surface or medium, caused by the conversion of radiant (luminous) energy to a different 

form of energy, usually heat, by interaction with matter. The absorption is the "missing piece", when comparing the total reflected and transmitted 

energy with the incident energy. The ratio of the total absorbed radiant or luminous flux to the incident flux is called absorptance. The standard unit 

of absorptance is percent (%) or a factor between 0 an 1. Absorptance can also be inferred from the transmission through a medium. If the 

%transmission of a certain wavelength is 70% then the material has a 30% Absorptance.

• Actinic - The characteristic of radiation that indicates its capability to produce chemical change. In our industry the term is usually used with 

reference to UV radiation and its effects on biological systems. Actinic strips are used in UV processing to monitor the intensity of sources. The color 

or optical density of the strip changes with the exposure. See the Optical Radiation Hazard applications page for a listing of ILT light measurement 

systems used to determine the actinic hazard of a light source.

• Ambient Light - Ambient light is the light diffused in the environment surrounding a detector measuring the optical radiation from another source. 

This light contributes to the signal measured from the source. To make valid measurements, the contribution from the ambient light or background 

must be subtracted from each measurement.

• Aperture - A hole through which radiant energy can pass. Angular aperture is the angle through which the most divergent rays can pass through a 

hole or lens. The aperture of a lens is often expressed in terms of an f/#. The f/# is the ratio of the focal length of the lens to its diameter. A lens with 

a focal length of 100mm and a diameter of 25mm would have an aperture of f/4.

• Attenuator - A device which reduces the amount of energy reaching a sensor. Attenuators are typically used when the radiant energy would saturate 

a detector. The QNDS,QNDS2 and QNDS3 filters are attenuators that reduce flux density at the detector by factors of 10, 100 and 1000, respectively.

• Bandwidth - Bandwidth describes the size of a spectral segment. A bandwidth of 10nm indicates a range of 10nm of radiation. This can be, for 

example, between 500nm and 510nm, 1000nm and 1010nm or an equal size segment anywhere in the spectrum.

• Band Eliminator Filter - A band eliminator filter allows the wavelengths above and below the filter cutoff to pass while suppressing the wavelengths 

within the band. These filters are also called notch filters. A 500nm band eliminator filter with a band pass of 10 nm would suppress the wavelengths 

between 495nm and 505nm.
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• Beamwidth - The angular width of a cone of light whose apex is at the source. Beam width is usually defined as the angle subtended by a cone 

encompassing 90% of the energy.

• Black Body - A black body is an object that absorbs all radiant energy that hits it. When heated a black body emits a well-defined characteristic 

spectrum which can be used in characterizing the spectral responsively of detectors. As there is no such thing as a perfect black body, black body 

simulators are used for this purpose.

• Calibration - The process of normalizing the signal output from a detector to that of a detector defined as a standard (usually defined by National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) under identical illumination conditions). Calibration can also be accomplished by the use of a standard 

source (lamp) whose output energy at specific wavelengths and measurement distances are traceable to the standard lamp defined by the governing 

standards body (NIST).

• Candela (cd) - The current SI unit of luminous intensity. One candela is equivalent to 1 lumen/steradian. Used to express both Beam Intensity (Beam 

Candela) and Mean Spherical Intensity (Mean Spherical Candela). Also referred to as Candlepower (cp).

• Candela, beam (cd or eff cd) photometric intensity measurement -Sampling a very narrow angle of the input beam, beam candela is only 

representative of the lumens per steradian at the peak intensity of the beam. The sampling angle need not be defined. Can be measured in Candela 

(cd) for steady sources or Effective Candela (eff cd) for flashing sources.

• Candela,effective (eff cd) - Unit of luminous beam intensity that has been weighted to the human eye's increased sensitivity to a flashing source.

• Candela, Mean Spherical (cd) photometric intensity measurement - The luminous intensity of a source expressed in candelas. Measured in an 

integrating sphere, Mean Spherical Candela is the total output of the source in lumens divided by 4pi steradians in a sphere.

• Candlepower (cp) - Old definition of luminous intensity. One candlepower (cp) was the luminous intensity of a standard candle made of whale wax, 

weighing 1/6 lb, 7/8 in. in diameter, and burning 120 grains per hour. The current SI unit for luminous intensity is the candela (cd). One candela (cd) 

is the same as one candlepower thus a source with a luminous intensity of 10 candelas could be referred to as a 10 candlepower source.

• CCD - A CCD (charge coupled device) is a light detector with high sensitivity primarily in the visible spectrum. CCDs are typically made in either linear 

or two-dimensional arrays consisting of up to millions of individual detector elements. The 2D versions are used for image recording and are found in 

most digital camera used in both scientific and consumer applications.

• Chromaticity - The aspects of color associated with hue and saturation without reference to brightness.

• Chromaticity (CIE) Coordinates - The proportion of the standard tristimulus values used in color matching. Colors are compared by their CIE X, Y, and 

Z coordinates.
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• CIE - The CIE (Committee Internationale de l’Eclairage) is the international standards organization for illumination and color vision.

• Color Temperature - Color temperature refers to the temperature, in degrees Kelvin, that a black body would have to be heated to in order to have a 

color similar to the reference. A 40W incandescent bulb has a color temperature of about 2680K while daylight at noon has a color temperature of 

about 5500K.

• Cosine Collector - A cosine collector is a translucent light collector that compensates for normal blocking of radiation from flat surfaces. The cosine 

collector samples the radiation according to the cosine law through the hemisphere above the surface. A cosine collector may also be referred to as a 

Lambertian surface.

• Cosine Law (Lambert’s cosine law) - The flux per unit solid angle leaving or entering a surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle with respect 

to the normal to the surface. In a cosine collector the rays that strike the surface at an angle of 60° from the vertical will have a contribution of 0.5 

(cosine of 60°) that of identical rays arriving vertically.

• Cutoff Filter - A filter that does not pass light of wavelengths shorter that the cutoff wavelength and passes a wide band of wavelengths above the 

cutoff wavelength. The cutoff wavelength is specified at some point along the transition from maximum transmission to 0 transmission. The same 

filter can have different cutoff wavelengths depending upon the specified % transmission. The same filter may be specified as a 500nm cutoff filter 

with the 50% transmission point as the reference or a 485nm cutoff filter if the specification is the 5% transmission point, where the transmission at 

485nm is 5%.

• Dark Adaptation - The ability of the human eye to adjust itself to low light levels.

• Dark Signal (Current) - The dark signal is the signal that flows in a photodetector when there is no optical radiation impinging upon it. This signal is 

created within the detector and the amplification circuits due to thermionic (temperature) effects.

• Densitometer - A densitometer measures the opacity or absorptance of a material. The measurement is usually expressed in AU (absorptance units) 

or OD (optical density).

• Diffraction Grating - A diffraction grating is an optical component that separates light into its constituent wavelengths. Functionally equivalent to a 

prism, it disperses the light into its spectrum by employing grooves to diffract the light. The angle of the diffraction is a function of the wavelength.

• Diffuse Reflectance - The ratio of the incident flux to the reflected flux from a scattering surface as opposed to a highly directional or specular

(mirror-like) surface.
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• Dynamic Range - The dynamic range is ratio of the maximum measurable signal before saturation to the minimum measurable signal above the 

noise. Typically the dynamic range is expressed in either decades (powers of 10) or bits (power of 2). A 5 decade dynamic range indicates that there is 

a factor of 100,000 between the maximum and minimum signals measurable with the apparatus. A dynamic range of 16 bits (264) indicates a factor 

of 65,532 between the minimum and maximum measurable signals. Dynamic range is also expressed in db (decibels), defined as 10 log10 (maximum 

signal / minimum signal). Five decades of dynamic range is equal to 50 db.

• Einstein - A unit of energy equivalent to the amount of energy absorbed by one molecule of a material undergoing a photochemical reaction as 

determined by the Stark-Einstein law.

• Electromagnetic Radiation - Radiation emitted by vibrating charged particles. A combined oscillation of electric and magnetic fields that propagates 

through space at the speed of light. The electromagnetic spectrum is theoretically infinite, includes gamma, x-ray, UV, visible, IR, microwaves, and 

radio waves.

• Emissivity - The ratio of an object’s radiance to that emitted by a black body at the same temperature and wavelength.

• Energy Density - Radiant energy arriving at a surface per unit area, usually expressed in joules or millijoules per square centimeter (J/cm² or mJ/cm²). 

It is the time-integral of irradiance. (Other terms applied include "radiant exposure," "light dose," and "total effective dosage").

• Etendue - Also called the throughput of an optical system, it is the product of its entrance aperture and the solid angle in which light can be accepted 

at that aperture.

• Exitance - Flux leaving a surface per unit area.

• Exposure - A common, but loosely used, term for energy density, or radiant flux density, at a surface. (It is a precisely defined term in EB curing: 1 

Gray (Gy) = 1 J/kg , a measure of absorbed energy per unit mass). In other technologies, the term usually applies to energy absorbed within the 

medium of interest, but in UV curing, is equated only to irradiant energy density arriving at the surface of the medium of interest. [The preferred 

shortened term is energy density, expressed in J/cm² or mJ/cm²]. May also be referred to as "dose" or "dosage".

• Filament - A thin metal wire purposely positioned inside a lamp bulb, that generates radiation in the visible, infrared and ultraviolet ranges when 

electrical current is passed through it. Tungsten material is often used, as it has great tensile strength, is very durable, and can be heated very near its 

melting point without evaporating rapidly. Lamp filaments are offered in a variety of designs optimized for specific applications.
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• Flux - The energy per second (power) in a light beam expressed in Watts or Joules/second. (Radiant power). In photometric measurements the 

luminous power is typical expressed in lumens (lm) .

• Footcandle (fc) photometric measurement - Footcandles is a unit of measurement of illuminance (how much light is striking a point on a surface). 

Once footcandle is equivalent to 10.764 lux.

• Footlambert (fl) photometric measurement - A unit of luminance equal to 1/p candela /ft2.

• Germicidal - All biological organisms contain DNA. DNA is essential to reproduction. Optical radiation in the UVC range is capable of breaking the 

molecular bonds within DNA effectively killing microorganisms. Germicidal UV lamps are used for water treatment, sterilization of foods and their 

containers, and air purification, especially in hospital environments.

• Hefner Unit photometric measurement - A unit of luminous intensity equal to 0.9 candle.

• Illuminance photometric property - Luminous flux incident per unit area of a surface. 1 lumen/m² = 1lux.

• Infrared (IR) - The invisible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that extends from 0.75 microns to 1000 microns. Radiation in the near infrared 

(NIR) produces the sensation of heat.

• Integrating Sphere - A hollow sphere coated with a white diffusing coating in the interior. It is used for measuring the diffuse reflectance and 

transmittance of objects or the total flux from a source that is completely inside.

• Intensity - Flux per solid angle. Radiometric measurements are made in W/sr. Photopic measurements are made in lumens/sv.

• Inverse Square Law - The inverse square law correlates the relative intensity at varying distances from a point source. The relative intensity will

diminish to a factor of the square root of the difference in distance. For example if at 2 meters from a source the intensity is 16 W/m², it will be 

4W/m² at 4meters and W/m² at 8 meters. For extended (non-point) sources the intensity fall off approaches the inverse square law at a distance 

equivalent to 5 times the diameter of the source.

• Irradiance radiometric property - Radiant flux incident per unit area of a surface; the power incident per unit area. The radiometric unit of measure 

is W/m² or factors thereof (mW/cm²). The photometric units of measure are lumens/m², lux, phot, and footcandles.

• Joule (J) - The Joule is the SI unit of energy.
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• Lambertian Surface - A surface whose emission or scattering follows Lambert's Cosine Law, in which the radiant intensity leaving a surface is 

proportional to the cosine of the angle from surface normal. See Cosine Collector.

• Linearity - The precision with which there is a direct relationship between the incident radiation and the resultant measurement value up to a point 

of saturation. A linearity of 1% states that the ratio of the measured value to that of the incident radiation will not vary more than 1% from the 

absolute.

• Lumen (lm) photometric measurement - The lumen is the photometric unit of power. It is the flux emitted in a unit solid angle by a point source that 

has one candela luminous intensity.

• Luminance photometric property - Flux density per unit solid angle.

• Lux radiometric measurement - S.I. unit of illuminance equal to 1 lumen per square meter.

• Mean Spherical Candlepower (MSCP) - Luminous intensity of a light source. The MSCP rating of a lamp is measured at the design voltage and is the 

total amount of light given off from a light source in ALL directions (measured in an integrating sphere). One MSCP is equivalent to all the light 

emitted from all directions of one standard spermaceti candle. Mean spherical candlepower is the generally accepted method of rating the total light 

output of miniature lamps. 1 MSCP equals 12.57 (4 pi) lumens.

• Micron - A unit of length equal to 10-6 m. Infrared wavelengths are typically measured in microns.

• Monochromator - A monochromator is a devise that uses a diffraction grating or prism to disperse light into a spectrum of its constituent 

wavelengths. The dispersive element is rotated such that only a narrow (monochromatic) band of light is permitted to exit the monochromator

through a narrow aperture or slit.

• Nano - Prefix denoting 10-9. One nanowatt (nW) = 10-9 watts.

• Nanometer (nm) - A unit of length equal to 10-9 m.  Abbreviated nm. Commonly used unit to define wavelength of light, particularly in the UV and 

visible ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum.

• Narrow Band Filter - A narrow band filter allows only a limited number of wavelengths to pass through it. Narrow band filters are usually specified at 

a specific central wavelength, a band pass indicating the range of wavelengths that will pass through it and a % transmission at the limits of the band 

pass. A 500nm narrow band pass filter with a band pass of 10 nm with a 5% cut off will pass the wavelengths between 495nm and 505nm. The 

transmittance above and below these wavelengths will be less than 5%.
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• Neutral Density Filter - A filter that reduces the intensity of the light passing through it without altering the relative spectral distribution of the
energy. Neutral densities are given by the log base 10 of their attenuation. An attenuation of 100 gives a Neutral Desnity (ND) of 2. See Optical 
Density.

• Nit (nt) photometric measurement - A unit of measure of brightness (luminance) equal to one candela per square meter.

• Noise Equivalent Irradiance (NEI) - The radiant flux density in W/cm2 required to produce a signal equal to the inherent noise of the detection 
system. The input irradiance at which the signal to noise ratio is 1.

• Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) - The radiant power, at a specified wavelength and band pass that will produce a an output signal from a detector that 
is equivalent to the inherent noise in that detector.

• Normal - The normal is the axis drawn perpendicular to an illuminated surface. The normal is the reference from which reflective, diffractive and 
refractive angles are measured. A ray with a zero degree angle of incidence arrives perpendicular to a surface. A ray with a 90° angle of incidence is 
parallel to a surface and may not strike it.

• Notch Filter - See band eliminator filter.

• Opacity - A measure of a material's ability to block light. It is equivalent to the reciprocal of the material’s transmittance.

• Optical Chopper - A mechanical or electro optical device for passing and interrupting, at a uniform frequency, a beam of light.

• Optical Density (OD) - A measure of the transmittance T through an optical medium.  OD = -log10T.   An OD of 1 is equivalent to 10% transmission. A 
2 OD filter would have a transmission of 1%.

• Peak Irradiance UV curing - The intense peak of focussed power directly under a lamp. The maximum point of the irradiance profile. Measured in 
irradiance units (W/cm²).

• Phot (ph) photometric measurement - A measurement unit for illuminance. One phot = 10,000 lux (lx).

• Photodiode - A photodiode is a two electrode semiconductor device with an optical radiation sensitive junction in which the reverse current varies 
with the illumination. The wavelength sensitivity is a function of the materials used in the device. Silicon photodiodes are sensitive through most of 
the visible spectrum. InGaAs photodiodes are sensitive in the NIR region of the spectrum. GaP photodiodes are used for the UV region of the 
spectrum.
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• Photodynamic Therapy - The use of optical radiation in the cure of medical maladies. Photodynamic therapy is used in the treatment of skin 
conditions such as psoriasis, jaundice in newborns, and more recently in the treatment of certain types of cancer.

• Photometer - A device for measuring luminous intensity or luminance. A photometer employs a photopic filter which has a band pass that is matched 
to the human eye response. The S.I. units employed are lumens and lux.

• Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) - A photomultiplier tube is a vacuum device in which a photocathode emits electrons when exposed to light. The 
electrons are then accelerated through electrostatic fields to metal plates where a greater number of secondary electrons are emitted. This is 
repeated through several stages. This amplifies the current by many thousands.

• Photopic - Having sensitivity characteristic similar to the human eye response. A photopic filter will have a band pass between 400 and 700nm with 
its highest transmission at 550nm with a spectral responsivity specified by CIE.

• Photoresist - A chemical substance which is rendered insoluble upon exposure to light. By exposing photoresist through a mask, electrical circuits can 
be created by washing the unexposed areas and etching the material below. Photoresists are usually optimized for specific regions of the UV 
spectrum specified as UVC, UVB, and UVA depending on the type of lamp employed for the exposure.

• Photostability - Many chemical products both medicinal and protective coatings can degrade when exposed to light. Photostability measurements 
are made to determine the principal wavelengths responsible for the degradation and the amount of exposure (dose) required to create a change 
that will be deleterious to the product’s efficacy. In photostability studies the effects from the visible wavelengths of light must be distinguished from 
the UV. Typically two detectors are employed with filtration limiting each to the measurement to only one spectral region.

• Pico (p) - Prefix denoting 10-12. One pW = 10-12 Watts.

• Radiance radiometric measurement - Radiant power per unit source area per solid angle. W/m²/steradian.

• Radiant Emittance radiometric measurement - Radiant power emitted into a full sphere (4p steradian) by a unit area of a source , expressed in 
W/m². An Integrating sphere is typically used to make this measurement.

• Radiant Exitance radiometric measurement - The radiant flux per unit area emitted from a source.

• Radiometer - A device for measuring the intensity or accumulation of radiant energy. Advice on choosing a Radiometer.

• Radiometry - The science of radiation measurement. The detection and measurement of radiant energy either at specific wavelengths or band 
passes or as a function of wavelength over a broad spectrum. The measurement of the interaction of light with matter as to absorption, transmission, 
and reflectance.

• Ray - The geometric representation of a light path through an optical system.

• Reflectance - The ratio of the reflected flux to the incident flux from a surface. In some cases the measurement may be made with either the 
specular or diffuse component of the total reflected flux. Reflectance is expressed as a percent.

• Relative Spatial Responsivity - The relative spatial responsivity of a detector indicates the acceptance angle and percent of incident radiation at that 
angle that will strike the detector. The measurement is usually made in comparison to a perfect Lambertian surface.

• Responsivity (spectral sensitivity) - The response or sensitivity of any system as a function of incident wavelength. In radiometry, it is the output of a 
device versus wavelength.
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• Saturation - A condition wherein the radiant flux density exceeds either or the capacity of a photodetector to emit electrons in a linear relationship 
to the incident flux and/or the current produced by the detector exceeds the capacity of the electronics to measure the current in a linear fashion.

• Scotopic - Relating to the wavelength responsivity of the human eye under dark adapted conditions.

• Sensitivity - The ratio of the output signal from a detector to the input signal. This may also be expressed as the minimum input irradiance level 
which will produce an output signal that exceeds the noise level of the detector; i.e. where the S/N is greater than 1.

• SI - Systeme Internationale d’Unities; the international metric system of units.

• Spectral Response - The measure of a detector’s relative sensitivity as a function of incident wavelength. A typical spectral response curve will display 
the responsivity as a percentage at a given wavelength to wavelength of maximum responsivity.

• Spectrometer / Spectrograph - A device which measures the interaction between light and materials as a function of wavelength. A spectrometer is 
usually a monochromator with an integrated detector. A spectrograph does not have an exit slit, allowing a broad band of wavelengths to be 
measured simultaneously by means of a multi element detector or photographic plate.

• Specular Reflectance - Reflection from a mirror-like surface where in the coherence of the incident beam is maintained in the reflected beam. This is
opposed to diffuse reflection wherein the reflected light is spread in all directions in a Lambertian-like manner.

• Steradian (sr) - The unit of solid angle subtended by an area on the surface of a sphere equal the square of the radius of the sphere. One steradian
can be visualized as a conic section with a solid angle of approximately 66°.

• Stilb (sb) photometric measurement - A unit of luminance equal to 1candela/cm².

• "T" Number of a Lamp - The lamp "T" number is the diameter of the lamp in increments of 1/8 inch. A "T-1" lamp is 1/8 inch in diameter, a "T-2" lamp 
is 1/4 inch in diameter, etc.

• Talbot photometric measurement - The SI unit of the quantity of light expressed in lumen-seconds.

• Thermocouple Thermopile - A device made up of dissimilar metals in which a small current is produced as a function of the difference in 
temperature of the materials at the junction. Thermocouples can be used for measurement of radiation in the infrared region of the spectrum.

• Transmittance - The ratio of the radiant power transmitted through a material to the incident radiant power. Transmittance is usually expressed as a 
percent. A filter with a 50% transmittance (at a specific wavelength) will absorb half of the light incident on it and allow half of it to pass through it.

• UV (ultraviolet) - The invisible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths between 1nm and 400nm.

• UVA - The portion of the UV spectrum covering the wavelength range between 320nm and 400nm. This spectral region is used for many medical, UV 
curing and photolithographic applications. The earth’s atmosphere (at sea level) absorbs all wavelengths shorter than UVA. Prolonged exposure to 
UVA radiation will cause sunburn.

• UVB - UVB is the portion of the UV spectrum that covers the wavelength range between 280nm and 320nm. UVB radiation is typically used in UV 
curing and photolithographic applications as well as in certain medical applications. Exposure to UVB radiation (from lamps or electric arcs) can cause 
severe sunburn and cause eye damage.
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• UVC - UVC is the portion of the UV spectrum that extends from 190nm to 280nm. UVC is usually employed in water treatment and sterilization 

applications. UVC is also used in UV curing and photolithography in microelectronics applications. Exposure to UVC radiation (from lamps, arcs, or 

lasers) can cause severe biological damage.

• VUV (vacuum ultraviolet) - The VUV is the portion of the UV spectrum below 190 nm. Electromagnetic radiation below 190nm is absorbed by oxygen 

in air. Physical or chemical interactions requiring VUV radiation must be performed in a nitrogen purged environment down to 160nm or in a vacuum 

chamber below 160nm.

• Visible Spectrum (VIS) - The visible portion of the spectrum extends between 400nm and 700nm (per the CIE). It covers the wavelengths of light that 

the human eye can perceive.

• Watt (W) radiometric measurement - The Watt is a unit of power or work. One Watt corresponds to one Joule/sec.

• Wavelength - When electrons vibrate they produce oscillating perpendicular electric and magnetic fields. The distance between sequential field 

intensity maxima is defined as the wavelength. These distances for visible radiation are very small and are usually expressed in unit lengths of 

nanometers (nm).
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1.1 Introduction

• CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester is a 

System that allows to perform the testing of 

SORAA product in Arts environment.

• The goal of CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot 

Tester is to detect the parameters of CBCP, Beam 

Angle and CU for tested part and characterize this 

part for pass/fail criteria,  to determine and to 

describe CCT, Spectrum and other parameters 

declared below and to create the report.
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1.1 Introduction
• CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester is a System includes the software and hardware integrated to Arts testing system.

• Fig 1 – GUI Interface starts Fig 2. - Test Bed
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1.1 Introduction
• CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester integrated to the current Arts Test conveyer
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1.1 Introduction
• CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester test results integrated to the current Arts Test system.
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1.2 Short Description of the Process
• MainArt_1273 software release established automation and calculation result processes.

• GUI has two functional purposes – Operator’s control (fig. a) and Engineering setup (Fig. b) 
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1.3 Common Result Expected
• The result of the test stored in automatically created .xls file stored in automatically created folder located under C/ directory and called by “Folder” 

button on the front panel (further “Report file”).

• Report file consists the result the test and main parameters of the test.

• The test result transfers  to Arts for operator.

• The system has an option to repeat the test once if the result of the test is negative.

• Operator has a boolean palette that indicates the result of the test by next categories: 

• A) Parts loaded for test – Blue color;

• B) Parts passed – Yellow color;

• C) Parts failed – Red color.
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2.1 Introduction

• In this paragraph the analysis of the methods, 

theoretical analysis of the body of methods 

and principles associated with a branch of 

knowledge and encompassing concepts, 

paradigm, theoretical model, phases and 

quantitative and qualitative techniques will be 

observed.
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2.1 Process
• Test Bed and Hardware. Test bed frame made from aluminum extrusions , covered with white/black 4mm plastic board and has a screen. As a screen 

is used white  non reflective 80/20 synthetic/cotton fabric.  
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2.2 Process
• For determination of required parameters of tested parts the next techniques and methods are used:

Binary PID loop; Exposure vs intensity binary threshold; Buffering the image for each stage; rectification; converting to array for image type 
U8, U32; centroid coordinates; masking; equalization, edge of spot detection; beam circle radius and center coordinates of the spot 
determination; coordinates the center of the spot, cathetus shoulders and hypotenuse for each position by determined coordinates, Sigma 
angle beam detection and threshold level; saturation; Center of Mass detection; particle and common intensity, Beam and Field Angle 
calculation, coefficients of calibration setting; RGB to xyz CIE for u’v’ array; Color Temperature; CIE diagram; arrays with 30x30 pixels in 
centroid coordinates and 100 pixels away on x coordinates for CU, threshold level; CIE L*a*b* Color Distance; Intensity 3D chart for 
visualization.

CU algorithm and Tasks:

To calculate the u’v’ in the coordinate sector of the center beam high intensity;

Calculate the array min/max for different scale factor;

Improvement threshold levels to be written to configuration file;

Establish the Pass-Fail criteria;

To create the report.

CU test stages:

Test start / Acquiring the pattern/ Mask the center of intensity / Extraction masked pattern / Converting RGB

64 to CIE 1931 / Calculation XYZ for v’u’/ Data to 2D Array / Building a new array, where is used every

second pixel. It scales height and width by a factor of 2. Taking every third pixel scales by a factor of 3, etc etc.

(maximum scale factor for 300 x 300 pixels array is 7 with minimum 42 x 42 array) / Threshold level and

configuration variables establishing / MaCadam Graph/ Test result to Report / Test finished.

Scale factor 1: 300 x 300 size array average: U’=0.020; v’=0.024

Scale factor 3: 100 x 100 size array average: U’=0.015; v’=0.020

Scale factor 7 (max): 42 x 42 size array average: U’=0.013; v’=0.018

Nominal Threshold level : <0.006

Set threshold level: <0.006
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2.2 Process
/**************************************************************************************** 
 * MainArt for CBCP HOT Tester 
 * Property of SORAA Inc 
 *   Author: Alex Kor 
 * All rights reserved. 
 * Delimited VI name: XYZ to v.vi 
 * Generated from: \\soraa.com\Home\Kaiser\akor\My Documents\CBCP Stage of Production 
Lamp Hot Tester\MainArt_2012\Sub\XYZ to v.vi 
 *   Generated UI: false 
 *   Generated Debug Info: false 
 *   Generated Serial Only: true 
 *   Generated Stack Variables: false 
 *   Generated Guard Code: true 
 *   Generated Interrupt Code: false 
 *   Generated C Function Calls: true 
 *   Generated Integer Only : false 
 *   Generated Expression Folding : true 
 *   Generated memory model: dynamic 
*****************************************************************************************
/ 
#define LV_MAIN 
#include "LVCGenIncludes.h" 
#include "XYZ_to_vLib.h" 
#if CGEN_VERSION != 12000 
#error CGenerator version mismatch 
#endif 
/* VI heap data */ 
struct _XYZ_to_v_heap {  
 cl_00000 c_Case_Structure_CT; 
 cl_00000 c_Error_In; 
 cl_00000 c_Case_Structure_CT_1; 
 float64 n_Divide_x_y; 
 float64 n_Compound_Arithmetic_result; 
 float64 n_y; 
 float64 n_Multiply_x_y_2; 
 float64 n_y_1; 
 float64 n_Y; 
 float64 n_Z; 
 float64 n_y_2; 
 float64 n_X; 
 float64 n_Multiply_x_y_1; 
 float64 n_Multiply_x_y; 
 Boolean c_Error_In_CS; 
} _DATA_SECTION __XYZ_to_v_heap; /* heap */ 
 
static struct _XYZ_to_v_heap _DATA_SECTION *heap = &__XYZ_to_v_heap; /* heap */ 
 
struct _g_string_1 { 
 uInt16 refcnt; 
 uInt16 staticStr; 
 PDAStrLen_t len; 
 TextChar str[2]; 
}; 
static  struct _g_string_1 g_string_1 =  
{1, 1, 0, _LVT("")}; 
 
_DATA_SECTION  cl_00000 XYZ_to_v_in_0_Error_In_222 =  
{0, 0, (PDAStrPtr)(&g_string_1)}; 

MainArt Project implements the next data structures: 

linked list, binary search tree, binary heap, chained 

hash, quadratic probing hash; builds a string->string 

dictionary as an LV tree, a while loops with global 

control, and a hash with memory allocator; has a big 

4Gb chunk from the operating system, versions of 

VDM(NI) and IMAQ(dx) that work entirely inside loops; 

allocations of arbitrary sizes for char, int, strings and 

structs; boundary tag allocation. For simplification of 

this Guide most of the technical details are not 

included. For technical details and source code see 

MainArt software project. CU calculation source code is 

a part of common MainArt software project . The 

details about other stages and its library can be found in 

MainArt project.
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struct _g_string_2 { 
 uInt16 refcnt; 
 uInt16 staticStr; 
 PDAStrLen_t len; 
 TextChar str[2]; 
}; 
static  struct _g_string_2 g_string_2 =  
{1, 1, 0, _LVT("")}; 
 
_DATA_SECTION  cl_00000 XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B_init_ =  
{0, 0, (PDAStrPtr)(&g_string_2)}; 
 
 
 
/****** Clean Up Uninitialized Left Shift Registers before program exits to prevent 
memory leaks **********/ 
 
 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_CleanupLSRs(void); 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_CleanupLSRs(void) { 
} 
 
 
/****** Add Sub VI Instance Data to global list **********/ 
 
 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_AddSubVIInstanceData(void); 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_AddSubVIInstanceData(void) { 
} 
 
 
/****** Allocate VI Constants  **********/ 
 
 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_AddVIGlobalConstants(void); 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_AddVIGlobalConstants(void) { 
} 
 
 
/****** VI Constant Initialization function **********/ 
 
 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_InitVIConstantList(void); 
void _TEXT_SECTION XYZ_to_v_InitVIConstantList(void) { 
} 
 
 
/****** Block diagram code **********/ 
 
 
float64 XYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95_init_ = 0.0000000000000000000E+0 ; 
static float64* XYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95 = &XYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95_init_; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95 = doubleDataType; 
float64 XYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD_init_ = 0.0000000000000000000E+0 ; 
static float64* XYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD = &XYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD_init_; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD = doubleDataType; 
float64 XYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2_init_ = 0.0000000000000000000E+0 ; 

static float64* XYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2 = &XYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2_init_; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2 = doubleDataType; 
float64 XYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C_init_ = 0.0000000000000000000E+0 ; 
static float64* XYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C = &XYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C_init_; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C = doubleDataType; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_in_0_Error_In_222 = 0x0 | ClusterDataType; 
cl_00000 XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B_tmp_; 
static cl_00000* XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B = &XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B_tmp_; 
static DataType dtXYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B = 0x0 | ClusterDataType; 
extern eRunStatus XYZ_to_v_Run( ) 
{ 
 Boolean bRunToFinish = true; 
 int32 nReady = 1; 
 *XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B = XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B_init_; 
 PDAClusterIncRefCnt(XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B, 0x0 | ClusterDataType, 1); 
 XYZ_to_v_InitVIConstantList(); 
 { 
  MemMove(&heap->c_Error_In, &XYZ_to_v_in_0_Error_In_222, sizeof(cl_00000)); 
  PDAClusterIncRefCnt(&XYZ_to_v_in_0_Error_In_222,0x0 | ClusterDataType,1); 
  { /* Select */ 
   if (!PDAClusterGetElemByPos( &heap->c_Error_In, 0x0 | 
ClusterDataType, 0, &heap->c_Error_In_CS, BooleanDataType )) { 
    CGenErr(); 
   } 
   /* begin case */ 
   if ( ( (heap->c_Error_In_CS == 1) ) ) { 
    { 
     MemMove( &heap->c_Case_Structure_CT, &heap->c_Error_In, 
sizeof( cl_00000 ) ); 
     /* Cluster Inc Ref Count:  CaseSelector*/ 
     { 
      cl_00000* cl_001 = (cl_00000*)&heap-
>c_Case_Structure_CT; 
      PDAStrIncRefCnt(cl_001->el_2, (uInt16)1); /* 
CaseSelector */ 
     } 
    } 
   } /* end case */ 
   /* begin case */ 
   else { 
    { 
     MemMove( &heap->c_Case_Structure_CT, &heap->c_Error_In, 
sizeof( cl_00000 ) ); 
     /* Cluster Inc Ref Count:  CaseSelector*/ 
     { 
      cl_00000* cl_002 = (cl_00000*)&heap-
>c_Case_Structure_CT; 
      PDAStrIncRefCnt(cl_002->el_2, (uInt16)1); /* 
CaseSelector */ 
     } 
     heap->n_y = 6.0000000000000000000E+0; 
     heap->n_y_1 = 1.5000000000000000000E+1; 
     heap->n_y_2 = 3.0000000000000000000E+0; 
     heap->n_Z = *XYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD; 
     /**/ 
     /* Multiply */ 
     /**/ 
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PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Z, doubleDataType, &heap->n_y_2, doubleDataType, opMult, &heap-
>n_Multiply_x_y_2, doubleDataType); 
     heap->n_Y = *XYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2; 
     /**/ 
     /* Multiply */ 
     /**/ 
     PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Y, doubleDataType, &heap->n_y_1, 
doubleDataType, opMult, &heap->n_Multiply_x_y_1, doubleDataType); 
     heap->n_X = *XYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95; 
     /* Begin CpdArith */ 
     PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Multiply_x_y_2, doubleDataType, 
&heap->n_Multiply_x_y_1, doubleDataType, opPlus, &heap->n_Compound_Arithmetic_result, 
doubleDataType); 
     PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Compound_Arithmetic_result, 
doubleDataType, &heap->n_X, doubleDataType, opPlus, &heap->n_Compound_Arithmetic_result, 
doubleDataType); 
     /* End CpdArith */ 
     /**/ 
     /* Multiply */ 
     /**/ 
     PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Y, doubleDataType, &heap->n_y, 
doubleDataType, opMult, &heap->n_Multiply_x_y, doubleDataType); 
     /**/ 
     /* Divide */ 
     /**/ 
     PDAFltBinop( &heap->n_Multiply_x_y, doubleDataType, 
&heap->n_Compound_Arithmetic_result, doubleDataType, opDiv, &heap->n_Divide_x_y, 
doubleDataType); 
     *XYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C = heap->n_Divide_x_y; 
    } 
   } /* end case */ 
   /* FreeCaseSelDCO. */ 
 /* Free Cluster heap->c_Error_In*/ 
   { 
    cl_00000* cl_003 = (cl_00000*)&heap->c_Error_In; 
    if (cl_003->el_2 && (((PDAStrPtr)cl_003->el_2)->refcnt > 0)) { 
     if ((--((PDAStrPtr)cl_003->el_2)->refcnt == 0) && 
(!((PDAStrPtr)cl_003->el_2)->staticStr)) { 
      MemHandleFree( cl_003->el_2 ); 
      cl_003->el_2=NULL; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } /* end switch */ 
  if (XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B) { 
   /* Free Cluster XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B*/ 
   { 
    cl_00000* cl_004 = (cl_00000*)XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B; 
    if (cl_004->el_2 && (((PDAStrPtr)cl_004->el_2)->refcnt > 0)) { 
     if ((--((PDAStrPtr)cl_004->el_2)->refcnt == 0) && 
(!((PDAStrPtr)cl_004->el_2)->staticStr)) { 
      MemHandleFree( cl_004->el_2 ); 
      cl_004->el_2=NULL; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   PDAClusterCopyOnModify(&heap->c_Case_Structure_CT, 0x0 | 
ClusterDataType, XYZ_to_v_out_0_Error_Out_26B); 

} 
  else { 
  } 
  PDAClusterFree( &XYZ_to_v_in_0_Error_In_222, 0x0 | ClusterDataType); 
  return eFinished; 
 } 
} 
/****** Main Entry Point for VI **********/ 
 
TextPtr XYZ_to_v_VIName = "XYZ to v.vi"; 
 
eRunStatus XYZ_to_v_Start(subVIInstanceDataPtr viInstanceData, Boolean bShowFrontPanel, 
Boolean bRunToFinish, ArgList* argsIn, ArgList* argsOut, Boolean *pause); 
eRunStatus XYZ_to_v_Start(subVIInstanceDataPtr viInstanceData, Boolean bShowFrontPanel, 
Boolean bRunToFinish, ArgList* argsIn, ArgList* argsOut, Boolean *pause){ 
 XYZ_to_v_AddSubVIInstanceData(); 
 return XYZ_to_v_Run(); 
} 
 
 
/****** Library interface **********/ 
 
 
void XYZtov(float64 Z, 
float64 Y, 
float64 X, 
float64 *v) 
{ 
 int32 i; 
 LVCGenRTInit(); 
 
 /* Init globals */ 
 for (i=0;i<sizeof(globTable)/sizeof(InitFPTermsFunc);i++) { 
  (*(globTable[i]))(NULL, false); 
 } 
 
 /* Init VI Constants */ 
 for (i=0;i<sizeof(globConstInitTable)/sizeof(VoidFn);i++) { 
  (*(globConstInitTable[i]))(); 
 } 
 
 XYZ_to_v_AddSubVIInstanceData(); 
 XYZ_to_v_InitVIConstantList(); 
 
 XYZ_to_v_in_3_Z_AD = &(Z); 
 XYZ_to_v_in_2_Y_C2 = &(Y); 
 XYZ_to_v_in_1_X_95 = &(X); 
 /* Call top level VI main function */ 
 XYZ_to_v_Run(); 
 *v = *XYZ_to_v_out_1_v_8C; 
 
 /* Cleanup VI Constants */ 
 for (i=0;i<sizeof(globConstCleanupTable)/sizeof(VoidFn);i++) { 
  (*(globConstCleanupTable[i]))(); 
 } 
 
 /* Cleanup globals */ 
 for (i=0;i<sizeof(globCleanupTable)/sizeof(VoidFn);i++) { 
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 (*(globCleanupTable[i]))(false); 
 } 
 
 for (i=0;i<sizeof(lsrCleanupTable)/sizeof(VoidFn);i++) { 
  (*(lsrCleanupTable[i]))(); 
 } 
 
 LVCGenRTEnd(); 
 return; 
} 
 
 
 
/****** End of generated code **********/ 
 
 
 



Interface and communication

3.1 Introduction
• This specification defines CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot 

Tester computer control commands and interface for the CBCP 

STAGE OF PRODUCTION LAMP HOT TESTER.

• The CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester computer control 

commands are designed to remote-control a CBCP Stage of 

Production Lamp Hot Tester computer through RS-232C.

• The PASS/FAIL criteria established by parameters of particular part 

located in Database before test started, and calculated 

parameters during the test.

• The result of the test collected in .xls file,  in a “Result” Tab of GUI, 

and is sending by RS 232 to Arts PC for operators control.  

• Fig. 1 – BASIC SERIAL COMMAND FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Ver.1.00. See for technical details.
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3.2 Interface and communication
• BASIC SERIAL COMMAND FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS , CBCP Stage of Production Lamp Hot Tester, Ver.1.00 (Addendum 11 pages)



User Operations - Engineering

4.1 Introduction
• For User interaction with the system the convenient GUI and setup created.
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4.2 Process
• System received the command to start the test.

• The command goes from Main Arts PC and consists several parameters for the test: Tray number, Position number and Serial Number of part for test.

• System detects the parameters for testing by searching in a database and establishes the Pass/Fail criteria. 
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4.2 Process
• During the test, System indicates “Busy”. 
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4.2 Process
• “Settings” Tab. Here the connection to serial interface is establish. Main paths for created reports and other settings. All settings predefined so the 

data for information purposes only. To set the port settings the Windows settings can be used for redefining the port parameters.   After test 

completed the result of the test stored in Report File and transfer to Arts for new instructions. 
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• “Instruction” Tab consists the serial communication rules
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4.2 Process
• The “Report” Tab consists the local System Test Report.
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4.2 Process
• “CBCP” Page describes the process in a real time
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4.2 Process
• “Beam Array” Tab shows the array for processing and main coordinates of the researched object
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4.2 Process
• “CU” Tab shows the vector in chromaticity spaces detection and Duv calculation.
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4.2 Process
• “Beam Angle” Tab describes the process of Sigma detection and calculation.
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4.2 Process
• “MacAdam” Tab shows the determination of CIE 1960 color space at the Planckian locus on the MacAdam (u’, v’) chromaticity diagram. The normals

are lines of equal correlated color temperature. The beam spot can be analyzed by 3D controlled diagram.
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4.2 Process
• “CCT” Tab shows analysis and comparison result  of correlated color temperature in a center of the beam
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• “Spectrum” Tab informs about color spectrum along the XY coordinates
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4.2 Process
• The “Linear Acquisition” Tab shows the basic parameters of the System as temperature, stepper motor controlled parameters, stopper voltages, RGB 

flickering index, spectrum stability colored array, and speed of acquisition.
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• “PID” Tab describes the process of exposure and saturation.
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4.2 Process
• The “Inventory” tab has a tools that allows to use the System in autonomous regime.
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4.2 Process
• “Get Inventory” button instruct to load stored file with inventory.
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4.2 Process
• Inventory creator as Adds-on software available in a project.

• Fig.1 GUI of Inventory creator



User Operations - Operator

5.1 Introduction
• System is fully autonomous and is not require a special knowledge from Operator. 

• Fig. 1  Operator’s GUI with Information Palette (in a bottom)
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5.2 Process
• Main boolean screen has a GRAY color for test normal condition run.

• “Can not accept RS-242”  command  will colored the screen in YELLOW color.

• “Operator Manual” - In case of emergency or attention required the screen becomes RED. This require the engineering assistance. 

• Fig. 1 Operator’s GUI. 
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• Operator has an ability to control the Engineering Tabs. No calibration or change available. 

• Fig. 1 Cltr+F1 and Cltr+F2 expands the GUI to the full capacity.
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5.2 Process

• Configuration file WRITE Adds-on software for Engineering  setup available as Adds-on in the Project. Administrator privilege required. 

• Fig. 1 GUI of the Calibration File WRITE Table software.
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5.2 Process

• Configuration File READ Adds-on software for Engineering  setup available as Adds-on in the Project. Administrator privilege required. 

• Fig. 1 GUI of the Calibration File READ software.
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5.2 Process

• For testing the Serial Interface the software and serial communication is integrated.

• Fig. 1 Serial communication via USB/Serial converters between USB2.0 ports of MainArt software and Test Serial Interface software.
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5.2 Process

• For testing the Serial Interface the software and serial communication is integrated.

• Fig. 1 GUI of Test Serial Interface software.
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5.2 Process

• Status Read Commands are performing for Error recognition. 

• Basic Status Read Commands are implemented:

• CR8C; SORAA Operator’s Tab response as a color change to RED:

• CR02; SORAA Operator’s Tab response as a color change to YELLOW:

• CR1; SORAA Operator’s Tab response as a color change to GRAY (normal test process):
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5.2 Process

• Vpn and LogMeIn capacity allows to control the Host computer remotely.

• Fig. 1 Remote monitor. Fig. 2 Host monitor
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5.2 Process

• Mobil remote control Adds-on available for WLAN by Ctrl+F3.


